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ABSTRACT
This thesis documents the design, construction, and functionality of a large-scale wind tunnel
designed to test and investigate losses of full size and scaled UAV propellers and rotors. The wind
tunnel has been developed as an open circuit wind tunnel but will later be converted to a closedcircuit wind tunnel. A computational model of the wind tunnel was developed to help assess issues
related to the 180 degree turns at both the inlet and exit diffuser and the associated losses and flow
distortion. Results from analytical solutions and the computational model have been compared
against one another and indicate sufficient agreement. The wind tunnel is composed of major
components which are the flow conditioning, inlet contraction, test section, test cart, propeller test
stand, traversing section, fan assembly, and multi-vane diffuser and have all been described in
detail. The propeller test stand is used to acquire propeller thrust as well as mechanical power
which is described as well as other approaches to document propeller performance.

xii

NOMENCLATURE
CFD

= Computational Fluid Dynamics

cfm

= cubic feet per minute

D

= diameter

Ɛ

= percent error

ft

= feet

fph

= feet per hour

g

= gravity

h

= height

J

= advance ratio

M

= Mach number

mph

= miles per hour

n

= rotational speed

𝑚̇

= mass flow rate

P

= pressure

ρ

= density

SST

= Shear Stress Transport

T

= Thrust

uanalytical = analytical value
uc

= calculated value

v

= velocity

VDC

= volts direct current

2-D

= Two dimensional

3-D

= Three dimensional
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CHAPTER
I.

T

HE

INTRODUCTION
development of the large-scale low speed wind tunnel is currently underway at the

University of North Dakota (UND). The primary intention of the project is to investigate the

losses within rotors and propellers that can be applied to different Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAV). This wind tunnel is expected to be a multiuse facility which can be used for a range of
experimental investigations. These purposes can include investigating the drag and downforce
aerodynamics of UND’s Formula SAE car team, testing a small-scale wind turbine, and testing the
aerodynamics of UAV’s and other aerodynamic models. Conducting inlet and exit surveys to
validate the performance of the with tunnel. The facility is located east of Mill Road within the old
Minnkota powerplant which is now the UND Drill Lab and Research Facility.

Figure 1. Wireframe Isometric View of Wind Tunnel Geometry

Figure 1 shown above represents that of a digital rendering with wireframe view of the entire
wind tunnel. This is an accurate representation of the real-world model. From left to right, the inlet
contraction flows into the test section leading into the multi-vane diffuser on the far right. Figure
14

1 shows the entire wind tunnel design where as a picture would only capture sections due to the
size of the facility. The wind tunnel occupies about 1700 square feet and the structure is
approximately 46 feet in length with a test section of 10 feet by 10 feet spanning 16 feet. The wind
tunnel is primarily constructed from wood framing, plywood, and OSB sheets. Acrylic glass has
been used for windows located on either side and above the test section for visualization. Although
located within a building, walls will be constructed in the future to partition off the wind tunnel
section to create a closed loop wind tunnel. Test section velocities up to 30 miles per hour are
expected to be generated.
a. Objectives
The primary objectives of this thesis work are to document the design, construction, and
functionality of the completed wind tunnel. The design has been supported by both extensive
knowledge of fluid mechanics and scholarly articles described in Chapter II. Construction of the
wind tunnel has been completed to an initial functional state and includes every major component
of the wind tunnel. Further work must be performed in the future to generate ideal flow conditions.
Current progress on the validation of the wind tunnel is dependent upon the completion of the
initial functional state wind tunnel as well as the test cart and propeller test stand. The wind tunnel
consists of flow conditioning, inlet contraction section, a test section, the axial fans, and a multivane diffuser section. Chapter III outlines the construction of these components. The flow
conditioning is composed of two sections the flow straightener and fine screen mesh which
eliminate turbulence both of which have been constructed. The inlet contraction section is used to
accelerate the flow entering the test section and is complete. The 10 feet by 10 feet test section is
designed to accommodate scaled propellers and rotors up 40 inches in diameter. It will include
inlet and exit surveying capabilities, visual access through the acrylic windows, measurement of
test vehicle lift, drag, and downforce, and experimental determination of propeller/rotor
15

performance.

Currently, the drag and downforce cart and traversing sections are under

construction. The four 60-inch fans are currently operational. The exit diffuser is largely
complete, but some minor enhancements are planned to improve pressure recovery. Partitioning
off the wind tunnel facility from the remainder of the building and improving the exit to inlet flow
aerodynamics is expected to be begin in the near future. A CFD model of the wind tunnel and
return flow path has been developed and will be used to improve the recirculation of flow around
the wind tunnel which has been discussed in Chapter IV.
A propeller test stand has been purchased from Tyto Robotics which will enable the testing of
various propeller and motor configurations. The test stand will allow for testing of single rotor
tests up to 25 kg thrust while measuring thrust, torque, RPM, power, motor efficiency and propeller
efficiency. An open-source data acquisition software is available from Tyto Robotics that allows
for custom written scripts to perform automatic testing. This software will help assist in initial
testing phases. Funding from Catto Propellers through a NAVY STTR contract has assisted in the
development of this facility. Future work will be conducted in line with the NAVY’s research
interests of UAV’s [1].
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II.

BACKGROUND

The background chapter discusses archival literature on the different components within the
wind tunnel, CFD turbulence model equations, and propeller testing. The advantages and
disadvantages between open and closed-circuit wind tunnels are explained. Research has been
reviewed within the inlet configuration detailing both the flow conditioning and contraction ratio.
Within the test section literature summarizes that the entire design of the wind tunnel is dependent
upon the desired size of test section. The multi-vane diffuser approach for designing an ideal
geometry has been detailed to eliminate flow losses and ensure uniformity. Knowledge regarding
turbulence modeling has been explained which outlines different turbulence model equations and
how they perform in complex flow environments. Archival literature discussing propeller testing,
applications of propeller testing slipstream effects and the complex problem of UAVs in decent
are also presented.
Wind Tunnel Components
The facility will be operated as a closed loop so achieving a uniform, swirl free, quiescent flow
is challenging. Closed-circuit wind tunnels are often more expensive to construct and difficult to
design than that of open-circuit wind tunnels [2,3]. Wind tunnels can also be either open jet or
enclosed. An open jet test section has no surrounding boundaries and is open to the surrounding
air. A closed jet test section is used for this work where the flow moves through a closed region
with surrounding boundaries [4]. Closed-circuit wind tunnels have a better flow and lower power
factor than open-circuit mainly because most open-circuit wind tunnels are small and operate
without exit diffusers. The disturbed air within a closed-circuit is more prominent to that of a
closed-circuit wind tunnel because of the recirculation of air [5]. High turbulent energy levels are
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expected at low flow speeds which impact the flow quality. The intensity of turbulence has to be
reduced before the test section to provide the best conditions for experimentation [6].
The inlet flow straightener and screen are used to reduce inlet swirl which can arise from the
flow moving around the turns. They also offer a uniform resistance to the flow that helps to reduce
nonuniformities at the inlet. In addition, screens contribute to the suppression of boundary layer
separation. The effects of turbulence for a screen can be characterized by the Reynolds number
and wire diameter. The mesh size for a supercritical screen should be based upon the length scale
of the turbulence generated by the screen is less than that of the incoming turbulence [7]. Tradeoffs are often presented when determining the ideal contraction ratio and contraction length. Due
to common building constraints for each project, the ideal ratio between each must be determined
to achieve the desired flow conditions. Separation of the flow can occur if the contraction is too
short for the amount of area reduction [8]. The length of the contraction ratio should be sufficiently
small to minimize the boundary layer growth and cost but remain long enough to prevent the
development of large adverse pressure gradients near the wall [9]. By developing an analytical
analysis of matched polynomials, one can determine the desired shape of the contraction. With
specified heights on either end of the contraction and determined distance of intersection, the
polynomials can be aligned with respect to their slope and curvature. On either end of the
contraction shape, the polynomials can be adjusted to have a slope of zero allowing for a smooth
transition of the curve with desired contraction. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is commonly
used to develop modern profiles, but this allows for a simple analytical approach [10]. Thesis work
developed by Healzer, Moffat, and Kays assisted in developing the contraction shape used [11].
The flow within the test section is typically dependent upon the requirements of the experiment.
Cost and power are directly determined by the cross-sectional area. Differences in losses of the
18

test section due to shape are negligible. Therefore, the shape of the test section should be dependent
upon the use and aerodynamics considerations. When exiting the inlet contraction, flow takes
about 0.5 diameters before the flow reaches an acceptable level of uniformity [2,12].
The purpose of the diffuser allows for the deceleration of the test section velocity and converts
the dynamic pressure into static pressure essentially recovering the pressure in a relatively compact
distance. Two-dimensional diffusers have been widely used for their simplicity in geometrical
changes. The use of a multi-vane diffuser enhances uniformity of the flow and can recover up to
90 % of the dynamic pressure. Too abrupt of the angle of the diffuser can result in different types
of stalls including large transitory stall, stall off one surface, and even jet flow. Also, flow
visualization is easy to apply and assists in identifying and avoiding regions of flow separation
[13]. The use of a wide-angle diffuser may result in separated flow along the wall and create
significant losses. The performance of the diffuser is dependent upon the Reynolds number,
velocity distribution, turbulence intensity, divergence angle, area-ratio, and diffuser length. With
the addition of splitter vanes, the recovery of pressure proves to be greater while also creating a
more uniform velocity distribution in a much more compact distance and preventing incipient
separation [14]. Often, screens placed before the diffuser are used to correct nonuniform velocities.
Screens generate significant pressure losses at higher velocities and therefore create greater power
losses. [15-17].
CFD Turbulence Models
With the advancements in computers in recent decades, the use of CFD has proven to be a
useful tool in the design and evaluation of fluid systems and heat transfer. Although extremely
useful, several complications may arise when developing analyses. An extensive background in
fluid mechanics and heat transfer is required when performing an analysis to ensure computed
19

results match that of expected outcomes. Two equation turbulence models are most often selected
for engineering computations due to their computational efficiency, reasonably accurate estimates
of eddy viscosity and well-known problems. The major problem with of two-equation models
within CFD is their failure to correctly predict the onset and amount of separation in adverse
pressure gradients. Aerodynamics research is poised between experimental and computation
techniques. The two are directly related and as progress develops within numerical methods and
advanced CFD models, more advanced experimental data is required for validation [18]. The only
method to establish validity of theoretical arguments is to test the resulting model against several
challenging and well documented research flows. Accurate theoretical predictions of flow
performance require that the turbulent boundary layer be correctly described [19]. These include
the adverse pressure gradient test which includes a flat plate with a wall parallel that begins to
diverge. This induces an extreme adverse pressure gradient. Another challenging research flow is
that of the backward facing step. In this flow, uniform flow flows past a 90-degree downward step
inducing separation and turbulence in the stagnation region. Accurately predicting flow fields can
be accredited towards both turbulence modelers and advancements in numerical methods [20,21].
The k-ω model is the model of choice within the sublayer and log-law regions of the boundary
layer. Unlike other two-equation models, the k- ω model does not involve damping functions. Due
to its simplicity, the k- ω model is superior to other models, especially in regard to numerical
stability. One disadvantage of the k- ω model like many turbulence models is the inability to
correctly predict the behavior of the turbulence as it approaches a wall. In addition, the k- ω model
does not accurately represent the k-ɛ distribution in agreement with the direct numerical
simulations (DNS). DNS with regards to CFD meaning the computation of flow using the NavierStokes equations without any turbulence model. In the wake region of the boundary layer, the k-ɛ
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model favors the k- ω. Although the behavior of model in the logarithmic region is of importance,
it is the level of the eddy viscosity in the wake region that ultimately determines the ability of an
eddy viscosity model to accurately predict strong adverse pressure gradient flows. The
development of a new model called the Shear Stress Transport (SST) includes the original k-ω
model in the sublayer and log-law regions which then transitions to the standard k-ɛ model in the
wake region of the boundary region. The SST model leads to significantly improved results for
flows experiencing adverse pressure gradients. The developed model requires an increased amount
of computation time, but more importantly has proven stability in complex applications [20]. The
SST turbulence model has since been widely used and proven to be a reliable model performing
under several types of flows. The most updated model since its development only has changed two
terms within the equation [22].
Propeller Testing
The UAV industry has rapidly gained interest over the years and with that so have the propellers
that power the vehicles. Deters, Ananda, and Selig state that performance terms of power and thrust
are used to describe propellers but more research is required to farther examine the effects of the
produced slipstream. The impacts for the slipstream result in trailing wake that may lead to
disturbance in flight during formation or swarm operation. The thrust divided by the propeller disk
area is called the disk loading which is an important factor. An increase in the disk loading will
increase the induced velocity. This concept can be used as an explanation of how the Reynolds
number affects the slipstream of a propeller. The Reynolds number also impacts the thrust
coefficient of a propeller which directly impacts the produced thrust. Along with this, smaller
UAV’s due to size and weight are susceptible to gusts [23]. Large vortices are formed around the
edge of the rotor through the interaction of the induced flow from the propeller and the descent.
21

This is known as the vortex ring state (VRS) which can be observed when the descent velocity has
similar magnitude to that of the induced velocity [24]. The momentum theory is a common method
applied when a measurable slipstream is created. In the momentum theory, the propeller is
assumed to be an actuator disk with a discontinuous increase in static pressure. With the absence
of a defined slipstream during the VRS phenomenon the momentum theory is impractical
therefore, considerable research was conducted to better understand the phenomena. Figure 2
represents how the flow around a propeller is modeled [23].

Figure 2. Flow around a Propeller using Momentum Theory

The archival literature discussed supports the design, construction, and validation of the wind
tunnel. This literature guided the design of the flow conditioning, inlet contraction, test section,
test cart, propeller test stand, traversing section, fan assembly, and multi-vane diffuser. The
literature also covered the importance of selecting the correct turbulence model to provide
sufficient computational results. The last section of propeller testing supports the need for research
22

within propeller testing as well as methods for achieving results. Following this section, the details
of each section are fully described and outline the approaches taken as well as the obtained results
and expected results.
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III.

EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

Within Chapter III, the analytical solutions, CFD simulation setup and approach, and wind
tunnel components are explained. The mass flow rate produced by the fans guides the sizing of
both the inlet contraction and test section. The CFD simulation geometry development, boundary
conditions, and use of a mesh interdependence study are used to ensure produced results have
confidence. Within the last section, the design and construction of the flow conditioning, inlet
contraction, test section, test cart, propeller test stand, traversing section, fan assembly, and multivane diffuser are explained with figures documenting the progress.
a. Analytical Development
i.

Fan Mass Flow Rate

In this section the volumetric flow rate of the fans is used to estimate velocities through the test
section and other components as well as estimates of the pressure drop in the flow conditioning
are also outlined. Each fan within the assembly had a manufacturing specification of 66,000 cfm.
With four in total, this equates to 264,000 cfm flowing though the fans. With the diameter of each
fan equating to 60 in, the computed cross-sectional area of air flowing through the fans equals
78.54 ft2. With the use of Bernoulli’s equation listed in Eq. (1), the method of developing the flow
within the test section can be calculated due to the wind tunnel essentially being a closed duct.
Being incompressible flow, the density is held constant and the test section cross sectional area of
100 ft2 is used for the calculation. A simple conversion from cfm to mph is completed. 264,000
cfm divided by the test section cross sectional area of 100 ft2 results in 2640 fpm. By multiply this
value by 60 minutes, the minutes are converted to hours which results in 158,400 fph. Finally,
converting the feet to miles can be done by dividing the previous value by 5820 ft/mile. The
effects of the potential energy terms can be neglected when working through Eq. (1) [25]. The
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primary assumption of this analysis is there is no leakage through the wind tunnel. With the
primary material of wood being used during construction, any holes that exist may easily be
patched. The computed velocity through the test section of the wind tunnel is commuted to a value
of 13.48 m/s or approximately 30.15 mph.
𝑃 + 𝜌𝑔ℎ + 𝑝𝑣 = 𝑃 + 𝜌𝑔ℎ + 𝑝𝑣

ii.

(1)

Subsonic Nozzle Contraction

Equation (2) for quasi one-dimensional incompressible flow with constant density through a
varying area duct states that according to the conservation of mass the derived continuity equation
of mass flow is constant [26]. Assuming constant density, the relationship between area and
velocity is formed. The area ratio between the beginning of the inlet contraction and test section
cross-sectional area is 2:1. The initial velocity entering the inlet contraction equates to
approximately 15 mph.
𝑚̇ = 𝜌𝑉𝐴 = 𝜌 𝐴 𝑣 = 𝜌 𝐴 𝑣
iii.

(2)

Flow Conditioning

The construction of the flow straightener was performed using hardboard sheets with a 1/8 th
inch thickness. These were assembled in a grid matrix which was meshed with one another to
achieve a desired uniform grid. Exact dimensions of the flow straightener hardboard sheets were
used to determine the pressure drop and blockage across assuming 15 mph. The total crosssectional area of the inlet is subtracted from the wetted cross-sectional area created from the
hardboard sheets. This creates a total area of blockage through the flow straightener of
approximately 2.13 m2. With this blockage, the area is reduced and the velocity speeds up to a
value of roughly 17 mph. Assuming a density of 1.16 kg/m 3, the dynamic pressure is computed to
25

a value of 32.27 Pa using Bernoulli’s relationship. To solve for the expected drag acting upon the
flow straightener, a coefficient of drag equal to 2 is assumed. Often flow over a flat plate has a
coefficient of drag greater than 1. With the added constructed assembly being imperfect this value
will be well over 1. The computed vale of drag results in 142 N of force acting upon the flow
straightener. The drag divided by the total cross-sectional area results in a pressure drop of 7.62
Pa. The Reynolds number was computed for an individual cell at 48087. This was used to
determine the drag force create from the boundary layer. The total length of the each of the cells
wetted perimeters was determined and summed together. The drag coefficient from the computed
boundary layers was multiplied by the total wetted perimeter to solve for the boundary layer
induced drag of 29.5 N. The total drag force acting upon the flow straightener summed to be
approximately 171.5 N. This final computed drag was then used to estimate the total pressure drop
across the flow straightener with a value of 9.21 Pa.
The total pressure drop across the fine mesh screen can be estimated similarly. Assuming a
spacing between each wire of 0.12 inches and a turbulence of 8 % leaving the fine mesh screen,
the pressure drop of 14.66 Pa is computed. Summing the pressure drop across both the flow
straightener and fine mesh screen, the total pressure drop across the flow conditioning is 23.88 Pa.
The dynamic pressure at the start of the flow conditioning is 104.31 Pa assuming the inlet flow
being 15 mph with the same density stated earlier. The dynamic pressure of the fans is solved using
the expected velocity output from the manual. The computed dynamic pressure is approximately
158.39 Pa. The difference in pressure between the start of the flow conditioning and the output of
fans has over a 50 Pa change. Ensuring proper sealing and contouring of the exit fan profile will
help recover pressure and improve performance during operation.
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b. CFD Simulation Setup
i.

Geometry

The CFD simulation was conducted with the use of ANSYS CFX. The fluid domain represents
that of the real-world facility with a few assumptions to the design. The CFD simulation is utilized
to better understand the effects of the 180˚ turns and expected losses in flow occurring. The total
length of the wind tunnel is 46 feet 4 inches. The inlet curved “S” profile has been constructed.
The inlet has a contraction area ratio of 2:1. This allows for the velocity to accelerate to a value of
2 times the entering flow. The initial dimensions at the inlet are 20 feet wide and 10 feet in height.
The inlet contracts in width to a minimum dimension of 10 feet wide. The inlet contraction spans
over 12 feet. Throughout the inlet and test section the height remains constant at a value of 10 feet.
With cross sectional dimensions of 10 feet wide and 10 feet in height, the test section spans a total
length of 16 feet. Preceding the test section, the fan assembly follows which expands to a cross
section of 11 feet wide and 11 feet in height. This symmetrical transition occurs over 4 feet which
allows for a smooth transition into the fans. The actual fans are mounted at the end of this structure.
Four fans are constructed together all composed of a square geometry with a dimension of 66
inches on every side of the fan. Following the slight expansion to the fan assembly, a constant
cross section is maintained until the diffuser. This cross-sectional area has dimensions of 11 feet
wide by 11 feet in height. This spans over the length of 6 feet. The diffuser section expands to a
maximum cross section of 16 feet wide by 11 feet in height. Within the diffuser, five vanes are
inserted proportionally throughout and extend through the entire length of the diffuser of 8 feet.
The roof of the wind tunnel expands the entirety of the width of the room of 23 feet and extends
the entire length of the geometry. Figures 3 and 4 shown below represent the 2-D profile of the
geometry created from a side and top view.
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Figure 3. CFD Geometry 2-D Side View

Figure 4. CFD Geometry 2-D Top View

The geometry was primarily developed with the use of Autodesk Inventor. The addition of a
curved inlet top was added to achieve better flow around the top side of the inlet and reduce
separation. In order to simulate flow within the tunnel, the fan assembly at the aft side of the test
section was modeled as a solid extrusion of 4 inches in depth. This allowed for boundary conditions
to be stated on each side of the extrusion. Once completed, the CAD model was exported as a
Parasolid file into Solidworks. Once imported into Solidworks, the addition of the room volume
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was added to create the fluid domain. The width of the room volume was set as 23 ft. with a height
of 21 ft. The length of the total room volume was 76 ft. with the front of the extruded volume
extended 14 ft. from the start of the inlet contraction. This correlates with the building constraints
for which the wind tunnel is currently being developed. A Boolean operation was performed that
subtracted the wind tunnel geometry from the room volume. The result was a single geometry that
contained the entirety of the fluid domain. This geometry was exported as a .IGES file to be
imported into ANSYS Workbench Design Modeler to begin CFD preparations within the CFX
software. Figure 5 seen below represents an isometric view of the 3-D wireframe geometry.

Figure 5. Wireframe Isometric View of Wind Tunnel Geometry

ii.

Boundary Conditions

The fully developed flow within the test section is computed to be approximately 13.48 m/s.
The calculated values of pressure and velocity were used to guide the simulation analysis. The
flow conditions set within the CFX solver were a velocity inlet at the exit of the fans at 13 m/s or
approximately M = 0.04 therefore incompressible. The velocity created from the fans was assumed
to be turbulent, so a high turbulence intensity setting was used of 10 %. With the assumption of
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seal level atmospheric conditions of single-phase flow, the density was set to 1.225 kg/m 3 and the
dynamic viscosity set to 1.789E-05 kg/m/s. As stated above, the velocity inlet will be set at the
exit from the fans. This in turn will create flow circulating over the top into the inlet contraction.
A pressure vented outlet is set to the front of the fans to allow for the induced velocity to exit. This
pressure is set to 101325 Pa atmospheric conditions. The no-slip wall boundary condition will be
applied to the entirety of the remaining geometry to simulate the near wall effects of shear stress.
The turbulence model used for the analysis is the SST model paired with the k-ω model due to the
amount of research and performed on this model. It is a two-equation partial differential equation
model. The analysis is performed at steady state.
iii.

Mesh Interdependence Study

The purpose of the mesh interdependence study was to evaluate the computational costs of each
mesh and the accuracy of which each compute. An analytical solution was developed and set to
17.48 m/s to compare the centerline velocity profile within the test section. The centerline profile
was specified to be within the middle of the test section and far enough inside to evaluate the
maximum velocities. Each mesh developed was compared to achieve a percentage of error
between the simulated and analytical computation using equation 3. Listed below are the values
set for each mesh developed.
Ɛ =

𝑥 100

(3)

The arbitrary mesh consisted of a body sizing on the entirety of the geometry of 0.5 m. With
this sizing, the resultant mesh generated 109022 nodes and 73013 elements. Figure 6 shown below
represents an isometric view of the developed arbitrary mesh.
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Figure 6. CFD Geometry Arbitrary Mesh

The intermediate mesh also consisted of a body sizing on the entirety of the fluid domain. This
sizing was set to 0.4 m. The resultant mesh generated 200199 nodes and 137219 elements. Shown
below Fig. 7 represents an isometric view of the intermediate mesh.

Figure 7. CFD Geometry Intermediate Mesh

For the final, fine mesh, the body sizing was also applied to the entirety of the fluid domain.
This sizing was the smallest setting at a value of 0.3 m. The resultant mesh generated 462093
nodes and 323285 elements. Figure 8, shown below represents an isometric view of the fine mesh.
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Figure 8. CFD Geometry Fine Mesh

To evaluate the accuracy of each mesh, the centerline velocity profile of each was compared
against each other. The centerline velocity profile was specified at determined distanced into the
test section far enough inside to correctly evaluate the fully developed flow. As stated above, the
values from the centerline velocity were compared to that of the analytical analysis to find the
percent error between each. Figure 9 and table 1 shown below represent the comparison and
percent error between the evaluated meshes. The percentage of error was evaluated at the near wall
section approximately 2.25 m. This is due to the fully developed flow effects that each mesh
accurately captures near the center.
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Figure 9. Centerline Velocity Mesh Comparison

Table 1. Centerline Mesh Comparison Percent Error at 2.25 m

Mesh
Percent Error

Arbitrary
37.34 %

Intermediate
14.64 %

Fine
8.14 %

The results from this comparison suggest that the fine mesh provides the most precise analysis.
Although each mesh accurately measures the maximum velocity near the center, the fine mesh
provides a more refined solution to that of the near wall. The primary assumption within this
analysis is the analytical solution was developed with the conservation of mass without turbulent
losses whereas the results from computation includes turbulent losses therefore suggesting a
decrease in maximum velocity. Due to the shear stress developed from the no-slip condition, the
fine mesh accounts for the boundary layer created the best. This can be noted by the percent error
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developed from each within Table 1. With this interdependence study, the fine mesh was selected
as the optimum mesh and is used for farther analysis within the results.
c. Wind Tunnel Components
This section documents the experimental design of the wind tunnel and its construction. The
wind tunnel is currently enclosed in a large room (approximately 23 feet x 21 feet x 76 feet) which
is open on one side. The wind tunnel consists of a flow straightener, inlet screen, a 2 to 1 area
ration inlet contraction, a 10 foot by 10 foot by 16 foot long test section, a axial fan array, and a
multi-vane diffuser. The inlet flow straightener consists of 7200 2-inch by 2-inch by 4-inch long
square flow channels across a 10 foot by 20 foot inlet and is designed to take out the inlet swirl.
A fine nylon window screen is placed 18 inches downstream from the flow straightener and is
designed to help remove nonuniformities in the flow. The smooth 2 to 1 area ratio contraction
accelerates the flow into the test section further improving the flow uniformity. The test section
has an inlet area of 10 foot by 10 foot and 16 feet long and includes large windows, doors, an inlet
and exit traversing section and lighting. Within the test section, the test cart, propeller test stand,
and traversing section are described. Downstream of the test section, the fan assembly is composed
of four 60-inch axial Drayton fans mounted in a square assembly of 11 feet by 11 feet. The multivane diffused has five splitter vanes than diffuse from 11 feet by 11 feet to a maximum area of 11
feet by 16 feet which allows the flow to obtain better uniformity while remaining within a compact
distance.
i.

Flow Conditioning

The flow conditioning is composed of two main sections. The initial coarse flow straightener,
and the fine screen mesh. Combined, both components supplement the wind tunnel by providing
uniform low disturbance flow that can accelerate into the test section. Uniform low disturbance
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flow within the test section is essential to providing accurate results when testing. The flow
straightener eliminates the swirl from large eddies developed from the return flow and provides a
uniform resistance that helps to reduce flow nonuniformities. The structure was developed using
smooth hardboard material that is approximately 1/8th inch in thickness. A goal of 2-inch by 2inch square grid was desired which spans the entire area of the inlet, a total of 7200 squares. To
construct the flow straightener, hardboard sheets with dimensions of 4-feet by 8-feet were set on
top of one another and bolted together constrained at every edge. This allowed for quicker
manufacturing. With a total of 28 sheets of hardboard, each sheet was then cut lengthwise to
produce thin strips each 4 inches in width. Each set of strips was then precisely measured and
marked every two inches to begin cutting 2-inch slots. The use of a radial arm table saw assisted
in cutting each slot. This process was very tedious and took some time to complete. Due to the
blade thickness of the table saw being less than that of the hardboard, two blades were used during
the cutting process. A few of the slotted 4-inch strips were cut down to 2 feet to allow for overlap
when assembling the grid matrix. To assemble the grid matrix, first a temporary and permanent
frame was first developed. The use of 2x4’s and 2x6’s supplemented this process. A 2x4 wall
spanning the area of the whole inlet was created to allow for the matrix to be developed on top of
that assembly. The slotted 4-inch strips of 8 feet and 2 feet in length were then used to begin
assembling the grid matrix. This process took some time and was tedious during assembly. Figures
10-12 show the grid matrix during this process.
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Figure 10. Flow Straightener Matrix Assembly

Figure 11. Mounting of Flow Straightener
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Figure 12. Completed Flow Straightener

The design of the fine screen mesh was comprised of window screen, a wooden frame, and steel
bars. Due to the area of the inlet, the window screen needed to be sewn together to achieve full
coverage. The screen was rolled out across several tables, aligned, and pinned together. The use
of a sewing machine allowed for quick stitching. A vertical stitch was sewn and next to that a zigzag stitch was sewn. The combination of these stitches created a sufficient bond that could not be
separated. Figure 13 represents the stitching sewn on the screen.
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Figure 13. Fine Mesh Screen Stitching

The completed sewn screen was now ready to be mounted to that of the developed wooden
frame. The wooden frame for the fine mesh screen was created with 2x4’s and 2x6’s. The sewn
screen was laid out across frame and stretched until taunt. The use of staples was used to fix the
screen to the wooden frame. Due to the size of the inlet being 10 feet by 20 feet, the fine mesh
screen would experience significant deflection during operation. To prevent this, the use of 2 steel
bars was used at each seam. These bars measured ¼ inch by ¾ inch. They were cut to 10 feet and
aligned vertically with the two seams created. A 2-step epoxy was used to bond the seams of the
screen to that of the steel bar. 90-degree brackets were mounted on both the top and bottom of the
steel bar to constrain it to the wind tunnel’s structure. After fully assembled, the fine mesh screen
was securely mounted to the inlet of the wind tunnel with minimal deflection. Figure 14 shown
below represents the fully mounted fine screen mesh.
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Figure 14. Fine Mesh Screen Mounted

ii.

Inlet Contraction

The inlet contraction has a total contraction ratio of 2:1 as stated earlier. With an initial crosssectional area of 200 ft2 and contracting to the test section area of 100 ft2. The total length of the
inlet contraction spans 12 feet. To develop the “S” shape curve an assumption was made that the
distance between each point was a straight line rather than the curve shown in figure 15 below
[27].
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Figure 15. Inlet Nozzle Base Curve

This allowed for the total distance of the curve to be easily calculated using equation 4-6 where
“X” is the distance along the centerline of the curve and x and y are the coordinates used during
assembly. Results in excel are tabulated within Appendix A. These dimensions were used during
the assembly of the inlet contraction to constrain each curve.
𝐹(𝑋) = 𝑋 (15 − 24𝑋 + 10𝑋 )
𝑥=

(

)

𝑦 = 60 + 𝐹(𝑋) × 60

Eq. (4)
Eq. (5)
Eq. (6)

The floor and ceiling of the inlet were created using 2x4’s and 2x6’s. A supporting wall was
developed on one side of the wind tunnel to allow for the ceiling to be supported. The other side
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of the wind tunnel contained an I-beam from the original building that ran length wise of the wind
tunnel. This was used as the other support of the ceiling of the wind tunnel inlet contraction. Due
to the width of the inlet spanning 20 feet, 2x6’s were used and spliced together to create a
supporting beam that would span to both sides of the inlet contraction. Smooth plywood sheets
were used to create an ideal surface for both the floor and ceiling. The plywood on the ceiling and
the particle board mounted on the top helped to substantially stiffen the span. The “S” shape curve
on either side of the inlet was developed using 2x4’s and lauan plywood. Initially, a frame was
developed to allow for the construction of the lauan plywood. By laying the frame on the floor,
the lauan plywood was fastened on top. The frame and constructed lauan sheets were raised
vertically and the lengthwise 2x4’s constraining the frame were removed. This allowed the wall to
bend freely lengthwise. The vertical 2x4’s supporting the lauan sheets were constrained using 3inch wood triangles that had been ripped with a table saw in the diagonal direction. This allowed
for the inlet wall to be fixed to the floor and ceiling. These were uses on either side of each 2x4.
The entire inlet was painted black to aid in visualization of the flow during operation. Below, Fig.
16 and 17 represent the 3-D model of the inlet assembly with 2x4’s and the constructed inlet.

Figure 16. Inlet Contraction 3-D Model
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Figure 17. Constructed Inlet Contraction

iii.

Test Section

The test section has dimensions of 10 feet wide and 10 feet in height. This constant crosssectional area of 100 ft2 spanned the length of 16 feet. Within the test section, acrylic glass was
utilized on both sides of the test section as well as the ceiling. This allows for visualization of the
flow phenomena. Traversing section channels were developed within the ceiling. This opening
will allow for the assembled traversing section to move laterally back and forth. Due to expected
losses from the opening, brushes were used and mounted in the open channel to ensure the air flow
would be guided past these sections. Two traversing section channels were created. One fore at
about 1 foot 9 inches and one aft of the middle of the test section at 14 foot 3 inches approximately.
During testing, these traversing sections can provide essential information on inlet flow uniformity
as well as the post model flow. The floor of the test section was constructed using smooth plywood
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sheets and 2x4’s and 2x6’s. An opening was developed in the exact center of the test section with
dimensions of 5 feet by 7 feet. This will allow the test cart to be added to measure downforce, drag
or thrust loads occurring during testing. Doors on either side of the test section have been added
to allow access to the tunnel for model access and setup. Some of the components being tested are
large, therefore double doors were created from the control room into the test section. The formula
SAE car team on campus provided the width of their vehicle and this guided the design of the
double doors and the downforce cart. A removable middle support of the double doors was
essential to ensure the vehicle could be placed within the test section when needed. Fluorescent
lighting was mounted on the ceiling to illuminate the test section during operation. Alongside of
the test section, a small control room was constructed to allow for personnel to observe and
perform work on computers during testing shown below in Fig. 18.
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Figure 18. Test Section Control Room

Wiring from the test cart and propeller test stand will be routed through conduit inside the
control room into the data acquisition unit. The data acquisition unit is a HP3497a with an integral
voltmeter with 100 channels of input and a 1 microvolt resolution. It runs on an IEEE488 bus
which is a method of communication with computers developed years ago. The test section was
also painted black like the inlet to aid in visualization during operation. Figure 19 below shows
the constructed test section.
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Figure 19. Constructed Test Section

iv.

Test Cart

The test cart has load cells to acquire measurements of thrust, drag, and downforce. The test
cart has dimensions of 5-feet by 7-feet and has been primarily constructed with 2x6’s and laser cut
1/8-inch steel. Steel swing arms extend from each wheel assembly to the top center of the frame.
A vertical spring has been mounted on the top of each wheel assembly to the top of the frame.
Four load cells were mounted at the location of each vertical spring. The wood pieces were
constructed to be the frame which outline the perimeter of the test cart and offer structural support
across the whole platform. Notches were cut fore and aft of the test cart wooden frame with a metal
plate mounted on the of the frame. The load cells were mounted within this area to measure both
thrust and drag. Inline skate wheels were grouped together in an assembly with Annular Bearing
Engineering Committee rating 9 (ABEC 9) bearings. The bearings and wheels are already designed
to support the weight of the adult user when roller skating. Because of this, the wheels operation
during dynamic loadings will be robust enough for this application [27]. The steel sheet metal was
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bent into place and welded together to create a robust base. On top of the metal base, the wooden
frame rests. At every corner, the height may be changed by turning the adjustable foot. This will
allow for the smooth transition from the test section to the test cart during operation. A ¾ inch
plywood sheet will be mounted on the top of the entire test cart to serve as the platform for
conducting tests. In the future, the idea of having a hinged top plywood sheet as been discussed to
allow for access into the test cart mechanics. This would enable to user to easily perform
maintenance within the test cart assembly. Signal and power wiring have been routed through the
test cart and conduit has been placed from the test cart hole within the test section to the control
room. A 24 VDC 40 amp power supply has been mounted on the test cart. This will enable the
propeller test stand to have quick access to power as needed. Figures 20 and 21 represent that of
the CAD drawing of the proposed test cart design and the developed model in real life.

Figure 20. Test Cart CAD Model
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Figure 21. Constructed Test Cart without Plywood Top Sheet

v.

Propeller Test Stand

The propeller test stand was purchased from Tyto Robotics. The configuration used is the Series
1780 Test Stand: Single motor with a 25 kgf 100-amp dynamometer. This propeller test stand will
be used with one motor to characterize larger UAV propellers. The 1780 test stand allows for the
voltage, current, thrust, torque, and RPM to be measured live [28]. The 1780 test stand can also be
converted to a coaxial version with added purchase. Within the 1780 test stand kit the following
was included: 25 kgf dynamometer, mono main board V2, main board power adapter, power and
control console 100-amp, fixture brackets and fasteners, support plates, motor mount, and
mechanical safety stop. Along with the 1780 test stand, the 1585 dynamometer from Tyto Robotics
was also purchased. This dynamometer can measure 5 kgf 55-amp. With both dynamometers,
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different diameters of propellers can be tested while remaining within the measurements range of
accuracy. In addition to the above stated components, the following accessories were also
purchased: ground railing system, no-solder board, 3 temperature probes, pressure probe, optical
RPM probe, and airspeed probe. With these components, both the 1780 and 1585 test stands can
both be operated. The user may specify a range of assorted motors and propellers for testing due
to the versatility propeller test stand. The ground railing system allows for the propeller test stand
to slide laterally as needed. Eight mounting brackets are attached to every side of the ground railing
system to fix the system into the ground. The propeller test stand will be bolted into the plywood
sheet of the test cart with the use of threaded inserts that will be glued. This will enable the quick
assembly and disassembly of the propeller test stand within the wind tunnel as well as permanent
connections into the test cart without potentially cross threading the mounting bolts. Also, with the
expected testing of different components aside from propellers, this will keep the setup time
minimal. With the power supply mounted within the test cart assembly, an electronic speed
controller (ESC) of choice may be mounted on the propeller test stand that is suited for the motor.
The no-solder board allows for quick connections between that of the power supply to the ESC to
the motor. The mono main board V2 serves as the common terminal for all measurement probes.
A USB cable directly connects to the mono main board V2 which will be routed into the control
room for data acquisition. Figure 22 and 23 shown below represents the CAD render of the 1780
test stand in the single motor configuration as well as the current assembly of the Series 1780 Test
Stand.
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Figure 22. Series 1780 Test Stand 25 kgf 100-amp: Single Motor
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Figure 23. Assembled Series 1780 Test Stand 25 kgf 100-amp: Single Motor

Prior results developed from a pervious senior design group will assist in the testing and
validation of the propeller test stand. The team performed initial dynamometer pulls to ensure the
stand was operating as expected. Tyto Robotics offers an open-source data acquisition software
that is user friendly which exports a .csv file of results. These files may be imported into Microsoft
Excel for easy manipulation of data. Experimental thrust can be computed at a fixed RPM from
the .csv results file and then compared to that of propeller CFD calculations [29]. This allows for
a comparison between simulation and experimental results for validation. Stated later in this thesis
within Chapter IV. Results and Discussion, iii. Propeller Test Stand, the validation of functionality
of the propeller test stand will be compared to that of four APC thin electric propellers. The prior
experimental research will serve as a baseline for comparison and replication of results.
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The propeller test stand is intended to be used to test large propellers. The current propeller test
stand setup has the ability to perform tests on up to 40-inch diameter propellers. With the wind
tunnel test section having an internal cross section of 10 feet by 10 feet, the propeller test stand
motor mount must be raised to intercept the ideal flow within the wind tunnel. Due to the simple
design of the supporting plates the constraint the motor mount, a .dxf file may easily be created to
increase the vertical placement of the motor mount to 5 feet. The use of CNC machining will be
utilized to cut aluminum ¼ inch thick plates that match that of the exact mounting pattern of the
supporting plates. Added hardware will be needed to compensate for these changes in design.
vi.

Traversing Section

The traversing section allows for the measurement of flow during operation and validates the
testing. Mounted fore and aft of the test cart area, measurements can be recorded. The initial design
of the traversing section was compromised of a 10-foot aluminum 2-inch C-channel, stepper
motors, a 10-foot long 3/8-inch diameter acme threaded rod, an aluminum mounting assembly on
either side with bearing for the threaded rod to rotate within the C-channel. Within this entire
assembly, 3-D printed custom slider mechanisms, 3-D printed custom guides, and two mini slinkys
constrain the guides within the C-channel. This entire assembly was constructed and did not
operate ideally during preliminary testing. The threaded rod experienced a jump roping effect
while being turned. The 3-D printed custom guides did not help as expected. In addition, the
developed C-channel had a rough sliding track which often interfered with the 3-D printed custom
slider. Figure 24 shows the failed design of the initial traversing mechanism.
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Figure 24. Initial Traversing Mechanism Design

Further research led the new design to contain at least a ½ inch diameter threaded rod. With
the increased diameter, the jump roping effect should be minimized during rotation from the
stepper motors. The initial design developed will have to be modified to include the change in
diameter. To ensure smooth operation of the slider which guides the measurement probes and
devices along the test section, the C-channel should be ground to reduce small imperfections in
the aluminum.
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vii.

Fan Assembly

Much thought went into the design and construction of the fan assembly. The assembly is
comprised of four 60-inch Drayton fans mounted together in a square configuration each with a
10-horsepower electric motor, belt, and flywheel. In total, the estimated weight of the fan assembly
was roughly 2,500 pounds. To begin the assembly, a cart compromised of 2x4’s with caster wheels
for each fan was constructed to enable work on the fans. They were unable to lay flat on the floor
because of the blades protruding slightly outward from the cowling. An engine hoist was utilized
with heavy duty straps to lift the fans from their shipping crate onto their carts. The assembled
carts with fans could easily be moved independently as needed which aided in the construction
due to the weight of each fan/cart assembly being roughly 500 pounds. Each fan/cart assembly
was rotated vertically on end to mount the electric motors and flywheels. Referring to the mounting
instructions of the electric motors and flywheel, the sub assembly was aligned and secured down
on the fans with the provided hardware. Figure 25 shown below represents the fan/cart assembly
with mounted motor and flywheel.

Figure 25. Fan and Cart Assembly with Mounted Motor and Flywheel
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Each cart was moved into position for the square configuration. The edges of the sheet metal
from the fans where in contact with another were fixed with nuts and bolts. The carts of each fan
were screwed together in numerous locations. Treated 4x4’s where cut to length and mounted
along the entire perimeter of the fan assembly with carriage bolts. The vertical 4x4’s extended the
entire length of the assembly whereas the horizontal 4x4’s were slightly shorter. This ensures that
much of the load experienced is exerted in compression. The horizontal 4x4’s would then
experience less load and deflection. 6-inch deck screws were utilized at the intersections of each
4x4 beam to secure each end. Upon reflection of the assembly, it was noticed that the distribution
of weight upon lifting the entire assembly vertically to mate with the wind tunnel would put a huge
moment in the center of the assembly. Buckling of the assembly was expected at the middle seam
of the bottom and top set of fans. To counter this, 2x4’s were bolted into each side of fans
vertically. This would prevent moment created from the motors and flywheels and provide support
in compression. These 2x4’s were also clamped together on the frame of the fans motor baseplate
supports to provided added security. Four eyebolts with 400-pound tensional loading were
mounted on the top 4x4 to allow for the crane to attach during the lifting of the assembly. Expected
loads of half that of the weight of the total assembly were noted as the base would be supported
on the ground during the lift. With the 400-pound eyebolts, the tensional loading would be
approximately 1250 pounds. Loading concerns during the lift was the eyebolts deforming the
assembly due to the extreme moment created. This could lead to detrimental effects of the
performed work. Shown below, Fig. 26 displays the fan assembly on the ground prior to the lift.
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Figure 26. Constructed Fan Assembly prior to Lift

The fan assembly was lifted in place with the use of an overhead crane mounted on the facility’s
structural I-beam. During operation, expected vibrations will occur which could lead to significant
problems. To counter this, the wind tunnel’s structure where the fan assembly would be mated to
was secured to the concrete floor to prevent movement. Four 3/8-inch iron 90-degree brackets
were made and secured into the concrete and wind tunnel structure. A hammer drill was used and
created holes for concrete pins to be placed in each bracket. Bolts secured the wind tunnel structure
to the I-beam with nylon nuts. Figures 27 and 28 show the brackets fixed into the concrete and the
fully assembled and mated fan assembly. The base of the fan assembly was shimmed with treated
2x4’s that had been ripped to the exact height to ensure alignment within the interior of the wind
tunnel.
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Figure 27. Mounted Brackets into Concrete

Figure 28. Mounted Fan Assembly to Test Section
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viii.

Multi-Vane Diffuser

The multi-vane diffuser is comprised of five vanes. Following the fan assembly, a constant
cross-sectional of 121 ft2 is maintained for 6 feet. The constant cross-section is divided up into
four equal squares sectioning off each fan independently. ¾ inch smooth plywood was used to
construct each divider. Aluminum 90-degree brackets and flat brackets with screws were used to
secure and splice the plywood sheets together. The diffuser expands from 11 feet by 11 feet area
to max dimensions of 11-feet by 16-feet or 176 ft 2. The diffuser vanes are proportionally spaced
fore and aft of the diffuser. The length of the diffuser spans 8 feet. 2x4’s and 2x6’s are used to
construct the walls, floor, and ceiling. Due to the fans exhausting into the diffuser, OSB sheets
were used on all the walls which is not expected to impact the performance of flow within the test
section due to the occurring turbulence. The use of 1/8 inch hardboard sheets and 1x4’s were used
to construct each diffuser vane. The initial frame was secured together using wooden pins. A
simple jig was used to bore holes and the wooden pins were secured with wood glue. Due to the
actual width of the 1x4’s being ¾ inch, the addition of hardboard on either side made the entire
diffuser vane have a width of 1 inch. The diffuser vanes were mounted inside the diffuser with
ripped 2x4’s that were cut at a 45-degree angle to form a triangle. These pieces were secured on
top and bottom of each vane on both sides with finishing nails to create a smooth transition. The
leading edge of each diffuser contained a blunt edge. A 1-inch diameter wooden dowl rod was cut
in half lengthwise and screwed to the entire length of the leading edge to create a smooth transition
throughout the diffuser. Since the height of the vanes was 11 feet, the narrow assembly would be
subject to vibration during operation of the wind tunnel. To counter this, 3/8-inch diameter
threaded rods were custom cut on both the fore and aft side of the vane and secured laterally with
a nylon nut compressed into a regular nut. This ensures the threaded rods do not become loose and
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hold integrity of the structure. This completed assembly of the diffuser proved to be robust and
satisfied requirements. Figure 29 below shows the completed construction of the diffuser.

Figure 29. Constructed Multi-vane Diffuser Rear View
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IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results from the CFD simulation and an expected experimental results plan has been
explained in the following Chapter. The CFD results detail the level of convergence and ensure
confidence in the developed postprocessing contours and streamlines. An expected experimental
results plan has been detailed for each of the following: validation of both inlet and exit flow, the
test cart, propeller thrust stand, and high-speed camera measurements. With the current status of
the wind tunnel, this expected experimental results plan will provide information that will be used
during initial validation.
a. CFD Results
i.

Convergence Criterion

The RMS residuals were created when solving the solution of the fine mesh. A convergence
criterion of 1E-05 was set over the course of 2000 iterations. With 1E-05 level of convergence, the
computed results can be acknowledged with confidence. Using the upwind resolution, the solution
converged after approximately 1100 iteration. The computation time for this analysis took 40
minutes across 10 processors with 64 gigabytes of RAM. Figure 30 represents the residuals for the
conservation of mass and momentum in each direction. The residuals for turbulence are not shown
although it also converged within 1100 iterations.
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Figure 30. RMS Residuals Convergence of 1E-05

ii.

Postprocessing Results

Postprocessing results of velocity streamlines, velocity contours, and pressure contours were
developed to visualize the fluid phenomena occurring throughout the fluid domain. With the use
of TecPlot, the plots were developed. As stated above, the fine mesh was used for the
postprocessing results. Figure 31 shows the velocity streamlines through the wind tunnel with a
slice created at the midpoint of the test section. The velocity streamlines are developed in the z
direction, therefore creating a negative magnitude along the top section of the tunnel. These values
can be assumed to be positive due to the orientation of the flow.
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Figure 31. Velocity Streamlines at Midpoint in Test Section

In addition to Fig. 31, another slice was developed within the diffuser to visualize the velocity
distribution created. Due to the insertion of the five vanes, the velocity distribution becomes more
uniform and does not represent that of a significant parabola. Instead, the vanes direct the flow in
a more uniform pattern to allow for reduced effects of the near wall shear stress. Figure 32
represents the streamlines and contours of the wind tunnel with a slice taken at the midpoint of the
test section. Orthogonal to this slice, another slice is developed within the diffuser vanes with
velocity contours. Again, note that the velocity is in the z direction, therefore one can assume the
negative values produced are positive.
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Figure 32. Velocity Streamlines and Contours within Test Section and Diffuser

Pressure contours were developed to further analyze the flow uniformity in the wind tunnel as
well as the test section pressure. Figure 33 shown below represents the pressure distribution
created. This is shown at the midpoint within the test section just as Fig. 31 and 32 with the velocity
streamlines. Within Fig. 33, one can see that effects of the near wall and the increase of pressure
created from the induced air flow created from the driving fans. The pressure returns to that of
atmospheric conditions within the test section due to the contraction of the inlet. Note that the
middle vane inserted within the diffuser impacts the pressure contours due to the placement of the
slice.
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Figure 33. Pressure Contours at Midpoint in Test Section

b. Expected Experimental Results Plan
i.

Validation of Inlet and Exit Flow

The validation of the inlet and exit flow will be completed by performing a full inlet and exit
total pressure survey. This will provide a measurement of the flow uniformity on either side of the
test section. A measuring array will be constructed that will span 2 feet with a total of 24 total
pressure probes. These will be connected to individual piezo-resistive pressure sensors that will
then supply signals to the data acquisition system. This process will be repeated throughout the
entire area of the inlet and exit areas to develop a mapped grid each with an experimental
measurement with the desired goal of uniformity. The total pressure losses will be determined
through the difference between fore and aft locations within the test section. The effects of the near
wall creating a boundary layer will be examined on each wall within the wind tunnel. The
completed validation of inlet and exit flows will ensure the wind tunnel is operating as expected.
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ii.

Test Cart

Currently, the test cart will be configured to measure drag, thrust, and downforce. Four 100 kg
force load cells are being used for the downforce measurement. These load cells have an accuracy
of 0.02%. They are powered through a 10 VDC source. The sensor output of 3 mV/V will send a
signal to the data acquisition system for measurement. To initially test calibration of the load cells,
calibrated weights can be used to ensure accuracy. A large cylinder in cross flow experiment would
allow for a simple approach for ensuring the load cells measure the correct drag induced. The skin
friction created from the test cart at 30 mph computes to approximately 1.4 N. During operation,
the difference between the measured drag of the cylinder and drag due to skin friction created from
the test cart can be used as a comparison between the theoretical drag. The use of more sensitive
load cells should be considered when testing smaller aerodynamic profiles and propellers. The
primary measurement of thrust from the propeller stand can be compared to the value acquired
from the test cart. used as a comparison to that of the test cart.
iii.

Propeller Test Stand

To validate the functionality of the propeller test stand, four APC thin electric propellers
(14x12E, 17x12E, 19x12E, 27x13E) with prior research documented within Brant and Selig will
be tested to ensure the replication of results [30]. Exit surveys downstream of the propeller will be
used to experimentally acquire jet power. The following equations (7-10) will be used to estimate
the advance ratio and efficiencies:
𝐽=

𝜂

(7)
(8)

=
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𝜂

𝜂

iv.

=

(9)

(10)

=

High Speed Camera Measurements

The use of a high-speed camera will be utilized for recording deflection, distortion, and
vibration measurements. The high-speed camera will also be used to investigate the feasibility of
pressure sensitive paint (PSP). Traditionally, embedded arrays of pressure taps are used for
acquiring pressure distributions. This process is tedious and only provides a limited resolution of
results. PSPs are a non-contact technique of measurement; therefore, it is suitable to perform
measurements on highspeed rotation blades [31]. A grid may be painted on the propeller to
distinguish differences. High-speed bursts of the camera triggered at the same rotational locations
will be used to make one to one comparisons of images to acquire time dependent results of
deflection, distortion, and vibration.
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V.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Future work should be performed on the CFD analysis to farther refine results. The generation
of a more refined mesh throughout the fluid domain and near critical areas of the wind tunnel
should be created to predict the flow more accurately. The addition of a flow straightener can be
added by inducing a pressure drop and direct flow at the front of the inlet contraction. There will
be vorticity due to the 180-degree turn into the inlet. This will eliminate the turbulent eddies and
produce a desired uniform low turbulence flow within the test section. Although with the addition
of the flow straightener, computational costs will be increased magnitudes greater due to the
required mesh that would have to be developed. Any farther modifications performed on the realworld structure can be updated within the simulation to ensure the produced results match that of
the experimental. Desired convergence criterion of 1E-06 should be attempted although the
computation costs of a more refined mesh will generate significant amounts of time and RAM
required with the increased level of convergence. The use of a powerful workstation should be
used after the enhancement of the mesh resolution to expedite the computation of results.
Future work will be required to better improve wind tunnel performance. The addition of walls
to partition off the wind tunnel facility from the rest of the building will ensure the facility is a
closed-loop tunnel. Since there will not be turning vanes at the corners, the inlet and exit walls of
the buildings structure should have a smooth profile curve added to better direct the air around the
180 degree turns. Future work could incorporate turning vanes into the design although
challenging as well as increasing the radius between the top and bottom flows. The impeding Ibeams for the ceiling support should have a structure built to make it more profile and streamline.
The beams will induce tripping of the boundary layer and create more turbulent air upon entering
the flow conditioning and inlet of the wind tunnel. The curved profile at the inlet to assist the flow
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to turn is recommended based upon the CFD results developed. Time should be spent repairing
any leaks that are noticed. This will improve the performance overall. The top of the wind tunnel’s
ceiling still has the wood framing exposed. OSB sheets are recommended to be attached to smooth
out this section and allow for better streamlining of the flow. Further thought must be contributed
to the full operation of the traversing section. Until this section is developed, experimental results
cannot be validated.
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VI.

CONCLUSION

Within the CFD analysis, a geometry was created to match that of the real-world structure
currently being developed. The geometry matched that of the real-world structure with a few
assumptions such as the flat roof and curved inlet top. These will eventually be added to the realworld model in time, so this analysis proves to be a sufficient representation of the soon to be
constructed wind tunnel. With the use of the mesh interdependence study, the computational costs
were evaluated as well as the accuracy of the results. With the developed analytical solution, the
simulated results of each mesh were compared to decide which mesh would prove to provide the
best results. Using a convergence criterion of 1E-05, the confidence within the results can be
acknowledged. The postprocessing results developed accurately represent that of expectations and
visually show the expected flow phenomena occurring throughout the fluid domain. The velocity
streamlines and contours through the diffuser show an ideal representation of the exit velocity
profile by producing a more uniform distribution than that of a diffuser without inserted vanes.
The design, development, and validation of the design have all been described in detail. The
flow conditioning, inlet contraction, test section, traversing section, test cart, propeller test stand,
and multi-vane diffuser sections cover the processes used to construct each. A comparison between
analytical calculations and a proposed experimental procedure will be used to validate the
functionality. The test cart and propeller test stand will need to be finished before continuing. The
steps outlined within Chapter IV walk through the requirements to produce ideal results. Once
complete, the wind tunnel facility will be used to test assorted propeller/motor configurations in
the single configuration. Continued research will occur in line with the NAVY to achieve a better
understanding of propeller losses in regard to UAV’s. Departments throughout the University may
also conduct research within the facility to support their work.
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APPENDIX A
Table 2. "S" Shape Curve Inlet Contraction Dimensions (1 of 3)
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Table 3. "S" Shape Curve Inlet Contraction Dimensions (2 of 3)
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Table 4. "S" Shape Curve Inlet Contraction Dimensions (3 of 3)
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